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A Children's Book of Demons
In this humorous and perceptive exchange between two devils, C. S. Lewis delves
into moral questions about good vs. evil, temptation, repentance, and grace.
Through this wonderful tale, the reader emerges with a better understanding of
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what it means to live a faithful life.

Queen of Demons
Tibetan Buddhism teaches compassion toward all beings, a category that explicitly
includes animals. Slaughtering animals is morally problematic at best and, at
worst, completely incompatible with a religious lifestyle. Yet historically most
Tibetans—both monastic and lay—have made meat a regular part of their diet. In
this study of the place of vegetarianism within Tibetan religiosity, Geoffrey Barstow
explores the tension between Buddhist ethics and Tibetan cultural norms to offer a
novel perspective on the spiritual and social dimensions of meat eating. Food of
Sinful Demons shows the centrality of vegetarianism to the cultural history of Tibet
through specific ways in which nonreligious norms and ideals shaped religious
beliefs and practices. Barstow offers a detailed analysis of the debates over meat
eating and vegetarianism, from the first references to such a diet in the tenth
century through the Chinese invasion in the 1950s. He discusses elements of
Tibetan Buddhist thought—including monastic vows, the Buddhist call to
compassion, and tantric antinomianism—that see meat eating as morally
problematic. He then looks beyond religious attitudes to examine the cultural,
economic, and environmental factors that oppose the Buddhist critique of meat,
including Tibetan concepts of medicine and health, food scarcity, the display of
wealth, and idealized male gender roles. Barstow argues that the issue of meat
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eating was influenced by a complex interplay of factors, with religious perspectives
largely supporting vegetarianism while practical concerns and secular ideals pulled
in the other direction. He concludes by addressing the surge in vegetarianism in
contemporary Tibet in light of evolving notions of Tibetan identity and resistance
against the central Chinese state. The first book to discuss this complex issue,
Food of Sinful Demons is essential reading for scholars interested in Tibetan
religion, history, and culture as well as global food history.

Spectr
Post-apocalyptic Los Angeles is a city in chaos where humans and Supernaturals
coexist in tentative peace. Newly recruited Special Agent Laila Eyvindr and her
team at the Inter-Realm Security Agency (IRSA) respond to Supernatural related
crimes within the city. But it's a challenge for an Elf, like Laila, to keep the peace
when humans are still suspicious of Supernaturals.Amid this turmoil, Supernatural
men are going missing at an alarming rate and rumors speak of a dark force
emerging from other worlds. Laila starts digging for answers and suddenly finds
herself in too deep. She must fight for her survival or face execution. Will she
escape before time runs out or die trying? And can she trust the mysterious man
trapped in the cell next to her?
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Food of Sinful Demons
In the final book of his astonishing career, Carl Sagan brilliantly examines the
burning questions of our lives, our world, and the universe around us. These
luminous, entertaining essays travel both the vastness of the cosmos and the
intimacy of the human mind, posing such fascinating questions as how did the
universe originate and how will it end, and how can we meld science and
compassion to meet the challenges of the coming century? Here, too, is a rare,
private glimpse of Sagan's thoughts about love, death, and God as he struggled
with fatal disease. Ever forward-looking and vibrant with the sparkle of his
unquenchable curiosity, Billions & Billions is a testament to one of the great
scientific minds of our day. From the Trade Paperback edition.

City of Demons
If Buffy and Angel could have banged without him going all evil, then we would
have had Wilomena Bastion. Dragons suck, like literally suck the life out of you if
you let them. Trick is not to look them directly in the eyes, like ever. So, the day
Wila finds herself staring into the most dangerous Draconi's pretty, emerald
peepers, she knows she's royally fucked. No one said saving a bunch of kids from
being served up as treats to the dragon liege was going to be easy. Options are
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limited-immediate execution or servitude, and Wila prefers to have her head
remain firmly on her shoulders. Now, the self-professed dark avenger must work to
bring down a resistance of demons hell-bent on making life difficult for the dragon
liege. And, if that wasn't bad enough, her new position comes with a partner, the
dragon liege's favoured demon enforcer; a creature of fire, fury and washboard abs
who-let's face it-is just gonna cramp her style. With the help of a ghostly
receptionist, a talking dog and the thing that lives in the basement, Wila will be
forced to take on a most dangerous task. It looks like some serious brooding is on
the menu, because for the first time in forever, Wila isn't sure she's up to the job. A
city filled with monsters needs a woman who can kick ass, and Wilomena Bastion is
just the gal for the job.

Into the Abyss
The Demon-Haunted World
Demons are invading the midlands for the first time in centuries and the farmers
have no defences against the murderous creatures. Garet's life is changed the
night his Midlands family is attacked and is discovered to have a rare talent for
resisting demon fear and taken to the city of Shirath to become a Demonbane.
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The Company of Demons
Epic Fantasy author David Drake continues his saga The Lord of the Isles with
Queen of Demons In the world of the Isles, the elemental forces of magic are rising
to a thousand-year peak. A small bank of companions has set forth across a world
in the process of transformation in search of their destinies. Now their epic
adventure continues. “David Drake's Lord of the Isles is an epic with the texture of
the legends of yore, and rousing action and characters to cheer for.” --Terry
Goodkind At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

Billions & Billions
"Abandon all hope ye who enter here."

Fallen Angels
The Complete Book of Devils and Demons
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The Box of Demons
SERIES FINALE! The Universe is on the brink of disaster, and the fate of the galaxy
rests on Queenie and her Rejects. Too bad they're stuck in enemy territory light
years from home. Too bad their ride was stolen. Too bad Satan is the one whole
took it. Too bad for the bad guys, that is. All rise for the Queen!

The First Book of Demons
A Summoning of Demons
The brutal murder of a friend leaves lawyer John Coleman stunned and sends
shockwaves through the city of Cleveland. The technique of the killing recalls
memories of the Torso Murderer, who dismembered at least twelve people
decades ago and then vanished—eluding even legendary crime fighter Eliot Ness.
Jennifer, the victim’s beautiful daughter, hires John to handle her father’s estate,
and romantic feelings for her soon complicate his already troubled marriage. When
John finds himself entangled with a cold-blooded biker gang, an ex-cop with a fuzzy
past, and the drug-addicted son of the dead man, he struggles to make sense of it
all. But he cannot shake a growing sense of dread.
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The Book of Demons
My father talked about Atlantic City the way some women talk about their exboyfriends. No good. Avoid at all costs. Soul-sucking even without the demons.
Never mind that we lived across the country where, by day we worked as mountain
guides, and at night he trained me to use my magic-not that I was allowed to
showcase it. That was a hard no. So I hid my powers the way he hid his bourbonuntil his murder. With nothing to lose, I hightail it to-you guessed it-Atlantic City,
where I make a deal with a group of monster hunters, including Saxon, a hot hybrid
that ignites a helluva lot more than celestial fire. If I survive the takedown of an allpowerful demon, they'll help me investigate my father's murder. So what's a girl to
do when the chips are down?Be the Wild Card they never saw coming.Double
Down on Demons is the first book in Pandora's Pride, an urban fantasy series
featuring a heroine with a tongue as sharp as her blade, magical adventures, and
havoc-wreaking demons. Completed urban fantasy series by Annabel Chase
include: Spellslingers Academy of Magic (10-book series)Demonspawn Academy (3
books)Magic Bullet (4 books)

The Screwtape Letters
Ever since Cassandra Graystone was a child and her family perished in a fire, she
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knows and sees things other people don't. After Sarah sees apocalyptic events in
her tarot cards and demons are everywhere, Cassandra fears she's going insane or
something terrifying is happening in the world.

The Book of Demons
Morgan Star is alone and out of options. Could a demon seeking redemption be the
savior she seeks?When the police call off the search for Morgan's young cousin,
she'll do anything to get him home safely, and that includes casting a spell to bind
a demon to her service. The spell turned out to be the easy part. She wasn't
prepared for what happened next. Hellspawn creatures, mysterious cultists, and an
evil witch right out of a child's fairy tale all stand between Morgan and the safe
return of her cousin.Can Morgan trust the word of a demon, or will he put his desire
for freedom over his promises to her?The Promises of Demons is the first book in
an urban fantasy series where myths and fairy tales come to life. If you enjoy fast
paced action with likeable heroes going toe to toe with the forces of evil, then
you'll love this first installment in Keith Keffer's The Witch of Whitebridge
series.Get The Promises of Demons today to jump into an exciting world of witches
and demons.

Double Down on Demons
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"Witches, ghosts, fairies. Premodern Europe was filled with strange creatures, with
the devil lurking behind them all. But were his powers real? Did his powers have
limits? Or were tales of the demonic all one grand illusion? Physicians, lawyers, and
theologians at different times and places answered these questions differently and
disagreed bitterly. The demonic took many forms in medieval and early modern
Europe. By examining individual authors from across the continent, this book
reveals the many purposes to which the devil could be put, both during the late
medieval fight against heresy and during the age of Reformations. It explores what
it was like to live with demons, and how careers and identities were constructed
out of battles against them - or against those who granted them too much power.
Together, contributors chart the history of the devil from his emergence during the
1300s as a threatening figure - who made pacts with human allies and appeared
bodily - through to the comprehensive but controversial demonologies of the turn
of the seventeenth century, when European witch-hunting entered its deadliest
phase. This book is essential reading for all students and researchers of the history
of the supernatural in medieval and early modern Europe"--

The Mammoth Book of Angels & Demons
Garric, Sharina, Cashel, and Tenoctris are confronted with evil forces in their fight
for survival and must challenge the vicious queen of the Isle in order to save
themselves from certain death
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Book of Demons
From best-selling author Jordan L. Hawk, the second half of the SPECTR series is
now in a box set! SPECTR: Volume 2 contains: Eater of Lives Destroyer of Worlds
Summoner of Storms All for less than the separate retail price! What happens
when an exorcist falls in love with the demon he's supposed to destroy? After
becoming possessed by the vampire spirit Gray, telekinetic Caleb Jansen thought
he'd hit bottom. But between the hunt for a cannibalistic killer and the increasingly
sinister actions on the part of SPECTR, the situation is rapidly going from bad to
worse. Caleb's boyfriend, SPECTR agent John Starkweather, has suspicions of his
own. With the help of his friend Sean and a shadowy organization known only by
their symbol of a moth, John intends to save Caleb and Gray at any cost. When
divided loyalties threaten his last chance at exorcism, Caleb discovers love may
come at a price higher than he'd ever imagined. Novel: 111,622 words

Demons Amongst Us
A prescient warning of a future we now inhabit, where fake news stories and
Internet conspiracy theories play to a disaffected American populace “A glorious
book . . . A spirited defense of science . . . From the first page to the last, this book
is a manifesto for clear thought.”—Los Angeles Times How can we make intelligent
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decisions about our increasingly technology-driven lives if we don’t understand the
difference between the myths of pseudoscience and the testable hypotheses of
science? Pulitzer Prize-winning author and distinguished astronomer Carl Sagan
argues that scientific thinking is critical not only to the pursuit of truth but to the
very well-being of our democratic institutions. Casting a wide net through history
and culture, Sagan examines and authoritatively debunks such celebrated fallacies
of the past as witchcraft, faith healing, demons, and UFOs. And yet, disturbingly, in
today's so-called information age, pseudoscience is burgeoning with stories of alien
abduction, channeling past lives, and communal hallucinations commanding
growing attention and respect. As Sagan demonstrates with lucid eloquence, the
siren song of unreason is not just a cultural wrong turn but a dangerous plunge into
darkness that threatens our most basic freedoms. Praise for The Demon-Haunted
World “Powerful . . . A stirring defense of informed rationality. . . Rich in surprising
information and beautiful writing.”—The Washington Post Book World
“Compelling.”—USA Today “A clear vision of what good science means and why it
makes a difference. . . . A testimonial to the power of science and a warning of the
dangers of unrestrained credulity.”—The Sciences “Passionate.”—San Francisco
Examiner-Chronicle

Of Love and Other Demons
The discovery of a mysterious object in the U.S. Capitol building and a subsequent
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kidnapping lead Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon into a web of mysterious
codes, secret locations, and hidden knowledge.

The Little Book of Demons
Barry MacSweeney wrote his first poem at the age of seven, and was an alcoholic
from the age of 16. His hard drinking almost cost him his life prior to the writing of
these poems. After a series of life-threatening fits and convulsions, which
culminated with his being hooked up to life support in a hospital, MacSweeney
underwent rehabilitation through detoxification in several hospitals and an
addiction clinic. The Book of Demons records his fierce fight against addiction, the
demonic visions that arose, and the great love of those who helped save his life.
Between times of ravaging, though, MacSweeney wrote the sequence Pearl,
included here as a prelude to The Book of Demons. While Demons is a book of hard
relentless experience, Pearl is pure lyrical innocence, a poetic sequence of
harmlessness before harm set in. Pearl is an ode to the mute Northumbrian girl of
the same name, whom MacSweeney taught to read and write on a slate in the rain,
his first love.Now out of print in this combined edition, both The Book of Demons
and Pearl were reprinted in Wolf Tongue: Selected Poems 1965-2000 (Bloodaxe
Books, 2003).
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The Lost Symbol
Bela, son of a Fallen Angel and a mortal woman, has lived for centuries. For one
misstep in his youth, he was cursed and powers he had not yet learned to use were
ripped away by a Guardian Angel. Alone in the human world, he resigns himself to
life in solitude. Until one day, he finds a friend. It turns out that Azal is like him, a
half-Demon, an outcast like Bela himself. They roam the world together, one day
boarding a ship to America in the hope for a better future. After making a fortune
in the Californian gold rush, Bela buys a large piece of land, a place he calls The
Farm. It becomes the first true home for him and Azal. Content with their shared
solitude, the invention of newspapers, radio, and television, suddenly links Bela
back to a world he had tried to leave behind. Hearing stories quite similar to his
own, Bela realizes there were others like them. He sets himself a new goal, to find
them all, and give them a home. Everything Bela has built is at risk when Alec
Hunt, a human investigative journalist, stumbles over their hiding place in search
for a story. The risk turns into an opportunity when Bela manages to befriend Alec,
enlisting his service to search and rescue more of his kind. One day, Alec confides
in Bela that he has fallen in love again with a professor teaching journalism at his
daughter’s college. He decides to join her on a research exhibition to the Middle
East, the region of Bela’s birth. Offering to help translating ancient texts, Bela soon
realizes where the research is heading – discovering the hiding place of the
Demons, the Fallen Angels of old. Several months later, Alec’s daughter seeks out
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Bela after receiving a cry for help from her father. They fall in love, the curse takes
effect, giving Bela the appearance of a horned Fire-Demon. But instead of running
away in horror, she succeeds in breaking the curse. The Guardian Angel has to
return his powers. Will Bela learn to use his newfound abilities in time to rescue his
human friend? Will he discover the truth about the Demons, led by the greatest
nemesis of the Guardian Angels? Will he be able to open his heart and forgive
those who have wronged him, unite The Farm’s community and the Guardian
Angels in an effort to thwart the Demons’ plans? Will it be enough to save the
unsuspecting human world from a gruesome fate?

The Magus
AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN eBOOK! On her twelfth birthday, Sierva Maria –
the only child of a decaying noble family in an eighteenth-century South American
seaport – is bitten by a rabid dog. Believed to be possessed, she is brought to a
convent for observation. And into her cell stumbles Father Cayetano Delaura, who
has already dreamed about a girl with hair trailing after her like a bridal train. As
he tends to her with holy water and sacramental oils, Delaura feels something
shocking begin to occur. He has fallen in love – and it is not long until Sierva Maria
joins him in his fevered misery. Unsettling and indelible, Of Love and Other
Demons is an evocative, majestic tale of the most universal experiences known to
woman and man.
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The Promises of Demons
Despite our tendency to think of the demonic as evil and the angelic as good, our
own legends don't always bear this out. Angels can be the incarnation of light and
salvation, but they can also fall - Satan himself is a fallen angel. Demons can be
truly demonic, but these unearthly creatures can also, on occasion, lend
humankind a hand. Temptation can lead to revelation, supernatural messengers
who bring true justice may not be welcomed, and beings seeking redemption can
be blind to mortal needs. Stories from world-renowned authors of science fiction
and fantasy - including Neil Gaiman, George R. R. Martin and Joyce Carol Oates and rising stars portray angels in all their glory, demons at their most dreadful, and
a surprising variety of modern interpretations of ancient myth.

Queen of Demons
Explores this dark aspect of folklore and religion and the role that demons play in
the modern world. Includes numerous entries documenting beliefs about demons
and demonology from ancient history to the present.

Queen of Demons
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Frannie Cavanaugh is a good Catholic girl with a bit of a wicked streak. She has
spent years keeping everyone at a distance---even her closest friends---and it
seems as if her senior year is going to be more of the same . . . until Luc Cain
enrolls in her class. No one knows where he came from, but Frannie can't seem to
stay away from him. What she doesn't know is that Luc is on a mission. He's been
sent from Hell itself to claim Frannie's soul. It should be easy---all he has to do is
get her to sin, and Luc is as tempting as they come. Frannie doesn't stand a
chance. But he has to work fast, because if the infernals are after her, the
celestials can't be far behind. And sure enough, it's not long before the angel
Gabriel shows up, willing to do anything to keep Luc from getting what he came
for. It isn't long before they find themselves fighting for more than just Frannie's
soul. But if Luc fails, there will be Hell to pay . . . for all of them. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.

Demons the Answer Book
From the Scriptures, Lester Sumrall shows that we can wage war on the devil and
that we can win through the power given to us by Jesus Christ! In this book, you
will learn how to: Obtain overcoming faith Use the weapon of prayer Access the
Holy Spirit’s power against Satan Be set free of demonic oppression Have complete
freedom from disease Sumrall’s encouragement for the church today is that the
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children of God have already won. Christ is on our side, and we have might
weapons to use in the battle. With this knowledge, you will find that you are more
than a conqueror.

City of Demons
Alexandra is a normal teenage girl just trying to make it through her relatively
miserable high school life. Her aunt has done her best to raise her since her
parents died, and her best friend Sam is a blessing in her somewhat bleak life,
even though every other member of the opposite sex seems to leave her tongue
tied and flustered. But her life takes a shift for the worst just before her eighteenth
birthday, kicked off by a nightmare that has more meaning than she's ready to
accept. When she is suddenly thrust into a world of demons, held captive by the
handsome and dangerous prince Balthazar, she has no choice but to strike a
bargain with him. She helps him unleash the power that he needs to hold his newly
acquired kingdom together, and in return he agrees to send her home. But when
unwanted feelings of attraction begin to arise, the demon prince finds it a bit too
hard to let her go so easily. And Alexandra isn't quite sure she's ready for him to
let her go.

The Encyclopedia of Demons and Demonology
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As Alexandra searches for answers, she learns how quickly friends can become
enemies. A world she tried so hard to leave now calls her back, starting her on a
journey that will change her life forever, again. The Magi are stronger than ever,
but as Alex soon discovers, help can come from the most unexpected of places.
Difficult decisions must be made, and everyone will have to make sacrifices.

Mother of Demons
From The Rig Veda To Myriads Of Folk Narratives, The Belief In Demons Prevails All
Over India, Vividly Illustrating That A Demon Is Something People Fear Because It
Is Beyond Their Comprehension And Control. Time And Again, The Menacing And
Uncontrollable Forces Of Night, Darkness And Death, Along With Powerful Defeated
Enemies And Incomprehensible Natural Phenomena, Are Demonized. The Book Of
Demons Presents A Perceptive Overview Of The Various Types Of Demonic Beings
And Concepts That Exist In Hindu Literature, Supplemented With A Dictionary Of
Individual Demons For Ready Reference. Besides The Well-Known Rakshasas And
Asuras, The Author Also Reveals A Densely Populated World Of Lesser-Known, But
Equally Fascinating, Demonic Creatures. Andhaka (Blind Darkness), Conceived
When Parvati Playfully Covered Shiva S Eyes And The World Was Plunged Into
Darkness; Gajamukha, The Elephant-Faced Demon Who Was Transformed Into A
Mouse By Ganesha And Then Converted Into His Vehicle; Jambha, The DemonLeader Who Snatched The Pot Of Immortal Nectar From The Ocean During The
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Great Churning; Maya, The Demonic Equivalent Of Vishvakarma, Architect Of The
Gods, Who Built The Three Cities Of Tripura; And Putana, The Demon Who Tried To
Kill Krishna By Suckling Him With Poisoned Breasts. Male Or Female, Human,
Animal, Plant, Or Simply A Concept Demons Play A Pivotal Role In Our Mythical
Traditions. Blending Insightful Erudition And Lively Description, Nanditha Krishna
Brings To Life The Traits And Actions Of A Host Of Complex, Colourful, Monstrous
And Intriguing Demons That Inhabit Indian Religion And Mythology.

Personal Demons
In his own inimitable style Ramsey Dukes takes us through the advantages and
dangers of hobnobbing with Demons. However for him Demons are very much our
own creations; lifes problems and challenges personified and given form. We can
either be their slaves or strike bargains and get back into the driving seat. With his
characteristic wit and wisdom, Uncle Ramsey takes us on a rollercoaster ride
through our own subconscious in a sustained effort for us to accept and negotiate
with lifes challenges.

A Time of Demons
Life's tough as an Elf girl stranded in Earth's realm.When a jaguar shifter
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approached me in a dark alley and told me the fate of the world depended on
recovering a thousand-year-old gold statue, I said no thank you.Enter stalker
werewolves in a black Mercedes, a master magician leaving a calling card on my
doorstep, and hordes of demons attacking the Pentagon.All I wanted was to tend to
my landscaping business. But it seemed every paranormal in Washington thought I
knew where that damned statue was. And they were rude about it.Being rude was
a capital crime where I came from.

The Science of Demons
Five revolutionaries--including a mercenary outcast, a holy leader, a battle-mother,
a historical secret-keeper, and a paleobiologist--face a terror that none of them
could have ever anticipated. Reissue.

Demon's Embrace
When Professor Miri Reynolds spots the incredibly handsome man standing in the
shadows of the lecture hall, she doesn't know he's there for a purpose.Ash has
come to seek information about the ethereal, or temporal, planes in order to
recover the Book of Demons.He's not the only one looking, a shadowy corporation
called Prometheus is hunting her as well, and they're not afraid to take extreme
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measures.What he doesn't expect is his attraction to Miri Reynolds or the secret
she holds. He has his own secrets as well

The Book of Demons
Ben Robson can't remember a time before he had the box, with its three mischiefmaking demon occupants: smelly, cantankerous Orf, manically destructive Kartofel
and fat, slobbering greedy-guts Djinn. When Ben was a kid it was fun, and he
enjoyed their company. Now he's twelve they're nothing but trouble. Then one day
Ben has an angelic visitor who tells him that he can be rid of the box forever if he
sends it back to hell. There's only one catch - the box has other plans . . . The Box
of Demons by Daniel Whelan was the winner of the 2012 Write Now! Prize. It is
now available in paperback with a gorgeous illustrated cover by Chris Riddell.

Angels and Demons
With this handy Necronomicon for kids, and its easy to follow how-to steps,
summoning demons has never been so much fun!

Caught by Demons
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Cate Glass's A Summoning of Demons marks the thrilling conclusion for the
Chimera team, a ragtag crew who use their forbidden magic for the good of the
kingdom. Catagna has been shaken to its core. The philosophists insist that a
disastrous earthquake has been caused by an ancient monster imprisoned below
the earth, who can only be freed with magic. In every street and market, the
people of Catagna are railing against magic-users with a greater ferocity than ever
before, and magic hunters are everywhere. Meanwhile, Romy has been dreaming.
Every night, her dreams are increasingly vivid and disturbing. Every day, she
struggles to understand the purpose of the Chimera's most recent assignment
from the Shadow Lord. As Romy and the others attempt to carry out their mission,
they find themselves plunged into a mystery of corruption and murder, myth and
magic, and a terrifying truth: the philosophists may have been right all along.

Gods and Demons
From The Rig Veda To Myriads Of Folk Narratives, The Belief In Demons Prevails All
Over India, Vividly Illustrating That A Demon Is Something People Fear Because It
Is Beyond Their Comprehension And Control. Time And Again, The Menacing And
Uncontrollable Forces Of Night, Darkness And Death, Along With Powerful Defeated
Enemies And Incomprehensible Natural Phenomena, Are Demonized. The Book Of
Demons Presents A Perceptive Overview Of The Various Types Of Demonic Beings
And Concepts That Exist In Hindu Literature, Supplemented With A Dictionary Of
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Individual Demons For Ready Reference. Besides The Well-Known Rakshasas And
Asuras, The Author Also Reveals A Densely Populated World Of Lesser-Known, But
Equally Fascinating, Demonic Creatures. Andhaka (Blind Darkness), Conceived
When Parvati Playfully Covered Shiva S Eyes And The World Was Plunged Into
Darkness; Gajamukha, The Elephant-Faced Demon Who Was Transformed Into A
Mouse By Ganesha And Then Converted Into His Vehicle; Jambha, The DemonLeader Who Snatched The Pot Of Immortal Nectar From The Ocean During The
Great Churning; Maya, The Demonic Equivalent Of Vishvakarma, Architect Of The
Gods, Who Built The Three Cities Of Tripura; And Putana, The Demon Who Tried To
Kill Krishna By Suckling Him With Poisoned Breasts. Male Or Female, Human,
Animal, Plant, Or Simply A Concept Demons Play A Pivotal Role In Our Mythical
Traditions. Blending Insightful Erudition And Lively Description, Nanditha Krishna
Brings To Life The Traits And Actions Of A Host Of Complex, Colourful, Monstrous
And Intriguing Demons That Inhabit Indian Religion And Mythology.
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